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“A few green leaves can make such a difference.” — Miss Grundy, A Few Green Leaves
2019 AGM Conference Report, Oxford, 30 August–1 September 2019
n the perfect middle of a splendid summer afternoon, I
stepped off the train at Oxford and made my way on
foot to St Hilda’s for the 25th Annual General Meeting of
the Barbara Pym Society.
My first AGM took place in 1999. How thrilling it had
been to meet Yvonne Cocking, Ellen Miller, and Eileen
Roberts, and to obsess about Pym’s
writing and characters with no fear of
seeming ‘the tiniest bit mental’. I even
had a short exchange with Hilary
Walton about sewing, which I will
always cherish. And now here I was in
Oxford 20 years later, eager to drown
myself in Barbara Pym and her work –
particularly Jane and Prudence – all
weekend long.
The people at the college entrance
gate, under the scrutiny of two
resident cats, gave me a key to my
room. Opening the door I moved right to the window,
opened it, and leaned out to drink in the green playing field
and trees. Then I turned and spied the electric kettle, with tea
and coffee and a biscuit. Did Viola and Dulcie have tea
things at their learned conference? Yes, I was already
stepping into the world of Barbara Pym. But unlike Mildred
Lathbury, I was happy to share the bathroom down the hall
as it recalled my own university days in faraway Florida.
At the buffet dinner that evening, vegetarian lasagne was
served, but the food took a back seat to the conversation.
Charlotte Mary Yonge and Elizabeth Gaskell experts were at
my table, so we picked up new bits and pieces about those
writers – which led us to other authors and books and totally
unrelated topics too. After dinner, everyone gathered in the
Senior Common Room for the Pym quiz, which was well
researched and tough, too. For example, Name three
characters from earlier novels who are briefly mentioned in
Jane and Prudence? (Answer: see Chapter 13).
Saturday morning, amid coffee and tea and breakfast
sweets, we had a first go at the used-book tables, and the
Pym books and gifts (tea towels, totes, cups). There was a
fascinating display of items from the era of Jane and
Prudence. Among my favourites was an illustrated magazine
with minute details about the design and needlework of
Elizabeth II’s Coronation gown (sending me straight to
Google for more facts). There was also a large map of postwar London showing areas of destruction and notations
about where Prudence lived, Jane visited, and Rodney
worked – as well as the location of the International African
Institute. Keeping watch over the map and other
memorabilia was a good-sized grey stone squirrel.
Following the Society’s business meeting and lunch, the
first speaker, Emily Stockard, focused on the role of
imagination in Jane and Prudence, noting Jane’s insatiable
curiosity and her ability to turn acts of daily life into
something else. Likewise Prudence, though she dislikes
humanity in general, enters into the lives of others to the
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by Beverly Bell
point of being in tears about the destination of a cake in a
cardboard box. In contrast, Pym gives us Eleanor Hitchens:
she has no strong desire to marry, is devoted to her work,
and can make fun of her lisle stockings while thinking about
her weekend golf, and outings with women friends followed
by good suppers.
The next speaker, Alex Fisher – a
market intelligence professional in the
field of consumer behaviour –
described the history of beauty
products and how they have been
marketed over the years depending on
the roles of women and their desire to
appeal. Pym would have relished this
entertaining talk and its accompanying
slides. Think about how foundation
shows up in the novels – apricotcoloured for Allegra Gray in Excellent
Women and peach-coloured for Jessie
Morrow in Jane and Prudence. Then there is Jessie of
Crampton Hodnet struggling to remove indelible lipstick and
rouge.
During the afternoon break, we officially celebrated the
Society’s 25th birthday with the double-layered gold-andsilver anniversary cake prepared by Paul Howard. The cake
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not only marked the Society’s birthday but was a gift of the
Society to Ann and Dan DiPietro for their 50th wedding
anniversary. And everyone was invited to have a piece of the
delicious cake. Afterwards, we listened to the DiPietros’ talk
about marriage and the single woman in the novels of
Barbara Pym, basing the title of their talk on Eleanor
Hitchens’s great line: ‘One had to settle down sooner or later
into the comfortable spinster or bored wife.’ They focused
on how lives changed after the war, when many women
were encouraged and even forced to leave jobs and return to
homemaking. Examples of advertisements from that period
were shown that sent me scurrying to the internet later on.
For instance: ‘Successful marriages start in the kitchen!’
appears over a sketch of a couple in wedding attire standing
inside a Pyrex baking dish, the wife wearing a frilly apron
over her skirt and pulling something out of an oven. Ads for
clogged drains and stains were also featured. Hilarious, but
eye-opening, too.
Following some free time and a chance to walk around
the city, drinks were served under the trees before the annual
dinner began. After the meal, Jennifer Howarth spoke to us
about BBC radio productions of the Pym novels. She noted
that Alan Bennett had indicated that Pym’s writing was too
perfect to change – an enormous plus for dramatic
adaptations. Then Paul Howard conducted the drawing for
the ‘Pymbola’. Attendees with winning numbers picked out
their prizes, all of which were connected with Jane and
Prudence. Among them were a jar of Nescafé, a lace-edged
cloth, animal soaps, and Paradise Lost. A record £380 was
raised for cancer research. After the drawing we retired to
the Senior Common Room to continue chatting and to pore
over scrapbooks of programs and photos from past meetings.

On Sunday morning after breakfast an informal
discussion of Jane and Prudence took place, led by Lucia
Costanzo. Much of the conversation centred on what Oxford
would have been like during the period that Jane and
Prudence covers. Prudence would have attended Oxford
during the war, so the men in her life might have been
enrolled in two-year degree programs or working at
Bletchley Park, conveniently located on the train line
midway between Oxford and Cambridge. The winds of
change were in the air, and Pym realized that the age of
servants and country-house life and the British Empire itself
were drawing to a close. Someone noted that while Jane
Cleveland is sinking into the thick carpet of an elegant
provision store (Fortnum & Mason?) and fancying one of the
large decorated jars of foie gras, she might be remembering
an earlier, more prosperous time in her own life.
After the 11 am coffee, Maggie Parsons told us about the
history of literary societies. Such ‘discussions for lively
minds’ flourished in the 18th century, and our own Society
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is surely in that tradition. Maggie also mentioned a number
of groups with Pym connections – the Charlotte Yonge
Society (Pym loved The Pillars of the House) and the
Anthony Powell Society (at work, Barbara and Hazel Holt
would make up quizzes about the various characters in A
Dance to the Music of Time; sadly, notes on those quizzes
have never been found).
The final talk was given by Janet Howarth, who traced the
history of Gaudies. She noted that Pym herself had attended
a lunch at St Hilda’s in 1979, the summer before she died,
but had skipped the Gaudy. (In a letter to Philip Larkin about
the lunch, Barbara wrote, ‘[I] had the usual consolation of
not looking as old (or as fat) as some of my contemporaries.’
Janet reiterated the changes at Oxford over the years,
reminding us that it was not until 1920 that women could
graduate.
The weekend ended with Yvonne Cocking’s production
of scenes from Jane and Prudence. As Jennifer Howarth had
remarked during her talk on the previous night, Pym’s
writing is perfect as it is, and Yvonne blended scenes
together with equal skill. The actors did a wonderful job, but
my favourite line was delivered with suitable detachment by
Jessie Morrow (played by Maggie Parsons) shortly after she
‘accidentally’ upsets tea all over the skirt of Prudence’s lilac
cotton dress: ‘It seems to be leaving a mark already…rather
the shape of Italy.’
At the end of the conference my notes contained jottings
and questions and lists in the tradition of Pym’s little
notebooks: Jolly tea-trolley lady working the aisles on train
to Oxford; discussion at breakfast about annoying habit of
up-speak among the young (blamed on the Australian TV
show Neighbours); dissatisfaction that the actors on The
Archers no longer have West Midlands accents; the Swedish
translation of The Sweet Dove Died; the English comedy
sketch Dinner for One, which runs every New Year’s Eve on
German television but is almost unknown in Britain; a
sewing project involving incorporating favourite childhood
and family garments into a sort of spiral quilt; step-dancing
– worth a try? Which side of the pavement do the English
walk on – or do they have a preference? And so on.
Waiting for my train to Portsmouth on Monday morning,
I spotted long-time society member Sheila Kane. We were
delighted to have one last chance to talk about the weekend
before setting off in opposite directions.
Returning to New York, I looked over the notes I took
during the 1999 AGM. At that time, John Bayley was one of
the speakers. He touched on the comfort he had found in
rereading Pym’s novels in the evenings when his wife, Iris
Murdoch, was ill. I jotted down these words but am not sure
who said them (perhaps Lyndall Gordon, who introduced
him): ‘Literature comes into memory and difficulties are
compensated for by intense moments of ordinary pleasure.’
The AGM provided those moments, and they will stay with
us until we meet again.

An Afternoon with Jilly Cooper

by Jean Harker
he author Jilly Cooper needs no introduction,
especially for British audiences. She is regarded as a
national treasure, having written over 40 best-selling,
enthralling books which range from short romantic novels
and the saga-length Rutshire Chronicles to non-fiction on
various topics including horses, dogs, class, and how to
survive in a dreary office job.
Jilly Cooper is also well known for her love of Barbara
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Pym’s work, which she has praised and recommended in
numerous interviews and articles. Her favourite Pym novel
is Jane and Prudence (No 3 in her Top Ten Favourite
Books, as recorded by Goodreads). Her introduction to the
2007 Virago edition of Jane and Prudence is perceptive,
appreciative and wise, and we could not have had a more
appropriate guest to help us celebrate the 25th anniversary of
the BPS.
The committee were thrilled that Jilly Cooper had
accepted their invitation to be the special guest at the
Anniversary celebrations. Her family commitments meant
that the only available time was the afternoon of Friday 30
August, so a suitable event was arranged as a pre-conference
optional extra, to be held in the marquee on the lawn behind
South Building.

Jean, Jilly, Deb, Triona
Jilly, accompanied by her friend Judy Mackie (also a Pym
fan), had lunch on High Table with St Hilda’s Senior Tutor
Dr Sarah Norman, Deb Fisher, Triona Adams, and me.
Then, ten minutes or so before our official start time, we
moved to the marquee, where white-clothed tables were
beautifully set with large pots of tea and multi-tiered cakestands holding dainty sandwiches, scones and cakes. Jilly
delighted her waiting audience by going round the tables and
chatting to everyone.
I had the terrific privilege of interviewing Jilly, as she
talked about her love of Barbara Pym’s work, and how much
Jane and Prudence meant to her – the characters, the wry
observations, the wit. She told us the part Barbara Pym had
played in her life, ever since she discovered Jane and
Prudence during her early eventful career as a temporary
typist in London in the mid-1950s (sacked from 22 jobs in
succession). She borrowed the book from Westminster
Public Library, and loved it so much that she couldn’t bear
to return it, so claimed she’d lost it, paid the fine, and kept it.
She told us about meeting Barbara Pym and her sister Hilary
at the 1979 Authors of the Year Party at Hatchards bookshop
in London, and later being thrilled to find herself mentioned
in Barbara’s diary afterwards, in an excerpt in A Very
Private Eye.
Jilly also talked about her own career, how she came to be
recruited to write for the Sunday Times, and how her early
romantic novels (the ones with girls’ names) came to be
written as expanded versions of the serial stories which she
had written for girls’ teenage magazines. Jilly reckoned that
the great feature of her career was that she had always had
luck.
This visit to St Hilda’s was not her first, she said. She had
visited St Hilda’s as a sixth-former, for interview after
sitting the Oxford admissions tests, which were then
mandatory for those wishing to study at one of the five
women’s colleges or 27 men’s colleges of the University.
One interview was a disaster: she’d left one paper unfinished
because she couldn’t think what to write, and added a note
claiming that she’d run out of time and had a lot more to say,
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but when asked about this in an interview with the relevant
tutor, she confessed that she’d fibbed. This was luck again,
Jilly said, because if she’d been to Oxford, she might have
found herself, like Jane, wanting to write academic books –
and would she then have realised that her métier was
humour and light fiction?
This was the great revelation of the afternoon, and
afterwards we went on to questions and comments from the
audience. These included an expression of heartfelt thanks
from one member of the audience who said that Jilly’s teenmagazine stories had immeasurably improved the quality of
boarding-school life for her and her friends, and they had to
persuade a prefect to buy the magazine for them because
they weren’t allowed out to the shop.
Our Chair, Deb Fisher, thanked Jilly, who accepted our
gift of a book from Barbara Pym’s own library, a World’s
Classics edition of Polish tales, inscribed ‘Barbara Pym
WRNS Christmas 1943’. Glasses of sparkling wine had
appeared, and Deb proposed toasts to Jilly and to the 25th
anniversary of the BPS. Jilly cut our anniversary cake, the
first of two, and kindly agreed to sign copies of her books. A
queue formed instantly.
All too soon, it was time for Jilly to leave. On her way to
the waiting car she gamely donned hard hat and hi-vis jacket
to view the building works on the Milham Ford site. Then
Deb, Triona and I waved goodbye to her and Judy. We hope
very much that we will be able to welcome them back to St
Hilda’s soon.

‘Some Strange Comfort’
Forms of Imagination in Jane and Prudence

by Emily Stockard
he question of the proper role for women was a much
debated topic in the post-war years, with argument
over whether women should remain in the work force or
return to the home.
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But Pym’s fictional method demonstrates little effort to
place either Jane or Prudence as living a life superior to the
other. Instead, to borrow a phrase from Alexander Pope, one
of Pym’s favorite poets, she portrays the ‘strange comfort’
that both women find in their lives. Pope argues in Essay on
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Man that we should ‘[s]ee some strange comfort ev’ry state
attend…’ That is, whatever our state of life may be, such is
our satisfaction with our own version of the comfort it
supplies that, as Pope argues, ‘[n]ot one will change his
neighbour with himself.’
Jane and Prudence exemplify this principle. While each
regards the other with affection, neither can understand the
choices the other has made, and each sees in her friend a
road quite happily not taken. Jane looks at Prudence’s green
sparkling eye make-up in wonderment at the lengths to
which unmarried women go to attract the eye of a man. For
her part, Prudence cannot understand why Jane does not
make the most of her looks, but leaves her curly hair roughly
cut and dresses in ‘terrible’ clothes, including a tweed coat
that one might wear to feed chickens. Prudence shrinks in
horror at the idea of visiting Jane and Nicholas, whose drafty
house seems to her to be calculated for discomfort, unlike
her cosy flat furnished in a Regency style that Jane, in turn,
finds stiff, impractical, and located in a block where, she
imagines ‘people might be found dead’.
Despite creating Jane and Prudence with manifold
differences, Pym endows both with an imaginative capacity
that allows each to find in her life particular ‘riches’ that are
quite invisible to others. Jane’s imagination is very much
charged by the creative literature, both fiction and poetry,
that she loves to read and bring to bear on her experiences.
Lines of poetry spontaneously spring to her mind when the
occasion prompts, and she is gratified when she is able to
‘find a quotation to light up the way’.
One of Jane’s best moments occurs when she is bottling
plums: ‘“There now,” said Jane, screwing up the last cap. “I
wonder if I shall have the courage to test these to-morrow. It
seems to require such a very great deal of faith to lift them
up just by their glass tops. I suppose it is like going over to
Rome – once you see that it works you wonder how you
could ever have doubted it.”’ The ability to invest an
ordinary domestic activity with extraordinary meaning,
much in the manner of the metaphysical poets which she
loves to read, to see bottling plums as an act of faith, is
Jane’s talent.
Pym uses Jane’s insight into Prudence to link the two
women in a fundamental way. Both exercise their
imaginations to enhance their lives, albeit in different
realms. Jane understands the imaginative faculty by which
her friend repeatedly falls in love with unlikely men. She
recognizes the powerful play of the imagination, with its
ability to transform the ordinary: ‘Oh, but it was splendid the
things women were doing for men all the time... Making
them feel…that they were loved and admired and desired
when they were worthy of none of these things – enabling
them to…bask in the sunshine of love, real or imagined, it
didn’t matter which.’
The importance that Pym places on the imagination
extends as well to other characters, male as well as female,
and the importance of the imagination for Fabian can explain
Jessie Morrow’s appeal to him. Jessie presents an intriguing
mix of the familiar and the surprising. Her unexpected
actions puzzle Fabian and he thinks, ‘[i]t would be
interesting to see her transformed in the way that the
women’s magazines sometimes glamorised a dowdy
woman.’ Jessie, not obviously attractive, arouses Fabian’s
imagination in a way that is unnecessary in the case of the
obviously beautiful and already glamorous Prudence.
Pym displays as well the failure of the imagination, but in
a way that redeems that failure. Jessie Morrow’s successful
pursuit of Fabian surprises everyone, and is the novel’s
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signal example of figures who are seen as acting in
unpredictable, even incomprehensible ways. Nevertheless, it
is exactly this misperception that makes the novel’s
characters sources of fascination – of riches, to use Jane’s
term – for each other. Miss Doggett’s snooping in Jessie
Morrow’s room provides just such a rich moment. The
discovery of Fabian’s initialed handkerchief leads her finally
to come to grips with the startling possibility that there is
something between them, which will require, of course,
spreading the startling word to others if she is to maximize
her pleasure at this unexpected finding.
Unlike the policy-makers and economists of her day, who
would pronounce one woman’s way of life to be superior to
another, Pym’s presentation of the imagination – both its
successes and its failures – suggests that a variety of paths is
necessary. Appropriating phrasing from the section of the
Anglican Catechism that defines one’s duty to one’s
neighbour, Jane generously makes room for human
blundering in our necessarily failed attempt to fill the role
for which God has marked us. She comforts her husband,
saying: ‘“We can only go blundering along in that state of
life unto which it shall please God to call us…’” She offers
similar comfort to Fabian who wonders, ‘“[h]ow can we
ever hope to do the right thing?”’ Jane suggests to Fabian
that he now has a chance to redeem himself from his earlier
blunderings in his role as Constance’s husband. ‘“You must
make Jessie happy.’” She tells him, ‘“[t]hat will be the right
thing for you now.”’
Emily Stockard earned her PhD from the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill and now lives in South Florida,
where she is Associate Professor of English at Florida
Atlantic University, specializing in Renaissance literature,
with publications on both poetry and drama.

The Lipstick Effect
The Changing Role of Cosmetics in Women’s
Self-Image Since the Second World War

by Alex Fisher
he beginning: 1940s–50s
During the Second World War, women were told that
‘Beauty is a duty’. However, with austerity measures
and rationing, high-end products were difficult to come by.
Even as we exited wartime, the ‘make do and mend’ culture
was still very much alive, but cinema and television were
filled with beautiful, glamorous Hollywood women. This
was so far removed from their everyday lives that UK
women bitterly passed beauty and fashion off as frivolities.
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The writing of Pym, a woman of this era, manifests her
belief that beauty was overly showy, belittling women who
care about shades of lipstick or glittery eyeshadow. Pym
seems to pit her women against each other in a match of
style versus substance – Prudence versus Jessie, and Helena
versus Mildred – with the ‘excellent women’ being those
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who take on the bulk of household work, while beautiful
women are helpless around the house and lack a level of
intelligence.
In Jane and Prudence, Jane Cleveland is consistent with
Pym’s views on beauty, being embarrassed by Prudence’s
sparkling eyelids, and irritated that Nicholas admires them.
She does not worry about her own appearance, as she is a
learned woman and a novel reader who does not need to
concern herself with the trivialities of fashion or cosmetics.
After the war: 1960s–80s
Demure and understated beauty was still the fashion in
1960s Britain, as shown by the launch of the Sindy doll in
1963. Created in competition to the American Barbie, who
wore heavy make-up and had a disproportionately sexual
physique, Sindy was based on Twiggy, a slim fashion model
and actress of the 1960s, with a girl-next-door look and large
unassuming eyes. This was the perfect metaphor for the
current view that less make-up conveyed humility, a
valuable quality.
The introduction of Avon, the direct-selling beauty
company, to the UK in 1959 gave women financial
independence for the first time since being dismissed from
their wartime factory jobs. Avon gave women a route out of
the homemaker role, while women who remained in the
home were able to purchase cosmetics from the woman next
door, making them much more accessible and everyday.
However, during the second wave of feminism, women who
pushed for equality were downplayed by their critics as ugly
women who were angry about being ignored by men. This
further fuelled the ‘style versus substance debate’ – women
who were interested in their appearance were considered
uninterested in equality.
However, this meant that being beautiful was important to
getting ahead in a male-dominated world. Women in politics
didn’t only have to worry about policy, but also their looks.
Margaret Thatcher was described as having ‘the lips of
Marilyn Monroe and the eyes of Caligula’; both beautiful
and powerful.
In Jane and Prudence, Jessie Morrow is a perfect
example of this female awakening. While plain, Jessie
knows when to use beauty to her advantage to pique
Fabian’s interest, and when to dial that back in order to set
herself apart from Fabian’s previous mistresses.
The present: 1990s–2010s
While feminism seemed to continue into the 1990s,
women were still being held to incredibly high standards of
beauty thanks to a parade of models like Kate Moss and
Naomi Campbell. The Beauty Myth by Naomi Wolf details
how women were kept inside a metaphorical iron maiden –
painted like a beautiful young woman on the outside, but
tortured on the inside with no choices afforded to them.
As we entered the 2000s, most celebrity women were still
thin, pretty and white, but were much more than the twodimensional characters women were used to seeing in the
media. Beautiful women were showing themselves to be
intelligent and living differently to the usual linear setup,
while letting other women know that all of these choices
were acceptable.
Prudence Bates of Jane and Prudence – although from an
earlier period of time – could easily be taken as a good
example of the change in women of this decade. Elegant and
sophisticated, she takes pride in her appearance, but is not a
typical spinster. While Prudence is involved in all these
short-lived love affairs, she’s not trying to find a man to
marry; she just lives in the moment and enjoys love.
Data over time shows that usage of make-up was fairly
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stable throughout the 2000s until a sharp rise over 2010–
2015 after image-based social media such as Instagram
became popular. This created the ensuing ‘selfie’ culture
where women felt pressure to constantly look perfect.
Since 2015, however, the use of make-up has reverted to
previous levels, underpinned by the change in why women
wear make-up: in 2010, the top reason for wearing make-up
was to be attractive, followed by covering flaws and
enhancing facial features, a goal not too far removed from
the beauty slogans of the 1950s. But by 2017, the top reason
to wear make-up was to feel confident. Social media has
since created a culture of transparency and acceptance, with
men and women alike baring their souls and bodies to show
that everyone is beautiful, regardless of weight, skin
condition, race, etc.
Female celebrities are now just as likely to be ambitious
thought leaders as they are revered for their beauty, and the
beauty industry itself is now expected to support the values
of its users when it comes to diversity, rather than creating
their aspirations.
Alex Fisher is Associate Director of Beauty at a market
intelligence firm in London. Alex’s professional experience
is rooted in consumer behaviour and experiences, looking to
understand what women want, and how they use their beauty
products. A graduate of Aston University, she loves to read,
and enjoys any book with strong female characterisation.

Marriage vs the Single Woman
in Jane and Prudence
Comfortable Spinster or Contented Wife?

by Ann and Dan DiPietro
o understand Pym’s views on marriage, it is vital to
look at her treatment of single women. Pym paints
nuanced portraits of marriage and the single state for women
and deftly depicts the seemingly contradictory roles women
were expected to play in post-WWII England – both in the
home and the workplace. Marriage is not portrayed by Pym
as the Holy Grail and spinsterhood is not second-class
citizenship. And Pym posits the notion, radical for its time,
that ‘the unmarried woman need not be defined by…ideas of
romantic love and marital fulfillment’ as Estella Tincknell
puts it.
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The immediate post-WWII period was a pivotal moment
and a period of great transition for women: the rigid roles
prescribed for them were beginning to soften, but not
without pain. There was strong governmental and societal
pressure on women to return to the role of wife-motherhomemaker, after having been a major force in the
workplace during the war.
Even as the number of marriages rose steadily in the postWWII years, divorces were also on the rise.
While the societal pressure on women to marry and play
traditional roles was evident, there was also a countervailing
force: begrudging acceptance of women in the work force
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due to a booming post-war economy. But only low-level
jobs were made available to women and the wage
disadvantage to men was significant.
In Jane and Prudence, Pym establishes the societal
expectation that women must marry when we are greeted by
the unmarried Prudence who is 29, ‘an age that is often
rather desperate for a woman who has not yet married.’ She
feels both anxiety and ambivalence about her single state:
‘One could hardly blame people for classing all university
women as frumps...and yet most of them had married – that
was the strange and disconcerting thing.’
Later, Jane and Prudence’s former tutor, Miss
Birkinshaw, makes quite clear the rarified territory the
marital state occupies: ‘She liked her Old Students to be
clearly labelled – the clergymen’s wives, the other wives and
those who had “fulfilled” themselves in less obvious
ways…’
The following exchange captures wonderfully the
contradictory pressures women faced:
‘Your work must be very interesting, Prudence,’ Miss
Birkinshaw [said]. ‘I’m a sort of personal assistant to
Dr Grampian,’ said Prudence. ‘It’s rather difficult to
explain. I look after the humdrum side of his work,
seeing books through the press and that kind of thing.’
‘It must be wonderful to feel that you have some part,
however small, in his work,’ said one of the
clergymen’s wives…
‘I often think work like that must be ample
compensation for not being married,’ she added in a
patronising tone.
‘I don’t need compensation,’ said Prudence lightly. ‘I
often think being married would be rather a nuisance.’
The descriptors Pym chooses here are informative:
‘patronising’ leaves no doubt as to the relative importance of
being married while ‘lightly’ suggests Prudence had not
taken a defensive posture in response to the patronising
comment. This is a foreshadowing of Pym’s ‘comfortable
spinster’ construct.
Miss Doggett weighs in regarding the duties of wives
when she discusses the recent marriage of characters from
Excellent Women:
‘That nice Miss Lathbury has got married...
[Everard] is a brilliant man… She helped him a good
deal in his work... [S]he even learned to type so she
could type his manuscripts for him.’
Jane, who is part of this conversation, initially agrees
stating: ‘“…he would be quite sure she would be a useful
wife,” she added a little sadly, thinking of her own failures.’
But she reconsiders a bit later:
‘Typing a man’s thesis, correcting proofs, putting
sheets sides-to-middle, bringing up children, balancing
the house-keeping budget – all of these are nothing,
really,’ said Jane in a sad, thoughtful tone.
Mildred Lathbury reflects ruefully in Excellent Women:
‘It was not the excellent women who got married but people
like Allegra Gray, who was not good at sewing, and Helena
Napier, who left all the washing up.’
Jane and Nicholas weigh in on wifely duties when they
discuss Flora’s qualifications as a wife. Nicholas says:
‘“Flora is shaping very well as a cook… She will make a
good wife for somebody one of these days.”’ Jane has a
different view: ‘“But men don’t want only that…” Her
sentence trailed off vaguely, for perhaps she too had
difficulty remembering what it was men wanted.’
Here Pym reinforces the view that men are perhaps not as
single-minded as Miss Doggett believes but also gives us a
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hint that Jane is missing passion in her life. After the
incident with the soap rabbit, Jane asks herself: ‘If it is true
that men only want one thing…is it perhaps to be left to
themselves with their soap animals...?’
As we near the end of the novel, Jane seems to come to
terms with her marriage: ‘But wasn’t that what so many
marriages were – finding a person boring and irritating and
yet loving him?... Perhaps this was after all what men liked
to come home to, someone restful and neutral...’ Late in the
novel, Pym introduces an alternative track to marriage – the
comfortable spinster – in the person of Eleanor Hitchens, an
unmarried classmate of Prudence. Her ruminations are
instructive:
‘…I suppose I’ll never get a man if I don’t take more
trouble with myself,’ Eleanor went on, but she spoke
comfortably and without regret... Prue could have this
kind of life… One had to settle down sooner or later
into the comfortable spinster or the contented or bored
wife.
Catherine Oliphant, Less Than Angels’ main character, is
Prudence Bates 2.0. Estella Tincknell comments on this:
‘Pym makes it clear Catherine has had a number of lovers…
and has a casually friendly relationship with other young
men…which suggests not a lack of “fulfillment” but rather a
nicely critical awareness of what she can be or do.’
Pym is validating an alternate path for the unmarried
woman – the comfortable spinster. In the end, Jane is the
contented (if perhaps slightly bored) wife, Prudence the
comfortable spinster, Jessie gets her man and Fabian his just
deserts. If only life were this simple!

Sources:
Estella Tincknell, ‘Jane or Prudence? Barbara Pym’s Single
Women, Female Fulfillment and Career Choices in the “Age
of Marriages”.’ Critical Survey 18.2 (2006): pp31–44
Ann DiPietro is Director of the Sea Cliff Children’s
Library and President of the Sea Cliff Civic Association. She
received her BA from Molloy College and MA from St
John’s University, NY, where she taught English literature
for 15 years. Ann writes a weekly book review column for
her local newspaper and a weekly blog, The Great Book
Guru.
Dan DiPietro is Principal of Dan DiPietro Consulting
and a senior advisor to McKinsey & Co., and is on the
faculty of Harvard Law School’s Leadership in Law Firms
program. Dan holds a BA from St. John’s University and an
MBA from Columbia University.

College Gaudies

by Janet Howarth
ollege Gaudies in their modern form are reunions of
old students, hosted in and by their Oxford colleges –
as in chapter 1 of Barbara Pym’s Jane and Prudence.
The usage is peculiar to Oxford: alumni reunions at
Cambridge are not called gaudies. A few British universities
use the term for certain student events, possibly referencing

C
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the European student drinking song ‘Gaudeamus
Igitur’ (‘Let us rejoice while we are young’). But at Oxford
‘Gaudy’ or ‘Gaude’ (Latin for ‘rejoice’) was originally the
name given to the college feasts at which Fellows celebrated
festivals of the church or commemorated founders and
patrons. Victorian university reform transformed colleges:
founded in the medieval and early-modern eras as religious
communities, they now became academic institutions with
growing numbers of undergraduates. But medieval tradition
and aesthetics lingered on. This was Matthew Arnold’s
‘Beautiful City…whispering from her towers the last
enchantments of the Middle Ages’. Just as Gothic buildings
were commissioned to house new university laboratories and
lecture rooms, the name ‘Gaudy’, recalling time-honoured
college festivals, was retained when students were invited
back for reunions.

Late-Victorian colleges had various reasons for
cultivating loyal alumni. Money was needed for new
buildings, playing fields and scholarships. Tutors wanted to
attract able students. Oxford MAs were moreover members
of Convocation, an assembly that not only elected the
university’s MPs and Chancellor but also had a veto on
controversial reform measures. Canvassed by resident
academics, MAs would come up to vote, sometimes in large
numbers. The culture of the Victorian public schools had its
influence too: ‘college spirit’ and sport flourished, as did
undergraduate and alumni societies, magazines and events.
By 1900 most colleges had an annual London dinner for old
students, often coinciding with the Varsity cricket match
against Cambridge at Lord’s, as well as an annual or biennial
Gaudy dinner in Oxford with opportunities to relive the
student experience by staying overnight in undergraduate
rooms.
Women’s colleges, the earliest dating from 1879, were at
first just halls of residence with no endowments or Fellows.
Their students could not graduate until 1920. But they too
needed money, and there was no shortage among Oxford
women of college loyalties and aspirations or interest in
sport. By the 1890s their alumnae too were coming back for
Gaudies, strengthening bonds and raising funds. Past and
present students made common cause in supporting building
programmes and scholarships, missions and settlements –
and, in the early twentieth century, the women’s suffrage
movement.
Gaudies for old students were by that time a standard
feature of the Oxford scene. As numbers grew, college
invitations targeted particular generations in turn, so that
alumni had regular opportunities to attend reunions. The
programme of events varied – some Gaudies were quite
informal and low-key – but it would usually include a dinner
(often with speeches), a chapel service, a business meeting
of the old students’ association and opportunities to socialise
with contemporaries and tutors. There might also be a
garden party to which families were invited, and seminars or
talks given by alumni or Fellows. Some Gaudies marked a
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special college event – a centenary, for example, or the
opening of a new building. Others were timed to coincide
with Encaenia, the university’s end-of-year ceremony in
June, when honorary degrees are given and the chancellor
and proctors process through the streets with honorands and
senior doctors in academic dress. Nowadays Gaudies may be
run by professionally staffed college Development Offices
and include themed entertainments, even fancy dress. All
Oxford colleges are now mixed, and variations in style
between colleges are less marked than in the past.
Dorothy L Sayers’ Gaudy Night and J I M Stewart’s first
volume in the Staircase in Surrey series, The Gaudy, give us
thinly-disguised accounts of Gaudies experienced by the
authors in two very different twentieth-century college
settings – Somerville in the 1930s and Christ Church in the
1960s or early 70s. In Stewart’s Gaudy we see an ancient
Oxford college at its grandest, in the evening after Encaenia,
in white tie and tails, with decorations worn, and full
academic dress (‘Doctors in Scarlet’). The Chancellor, a
former prime minister (Harold Macmillan?), leads a
procession of VIPs and dons to High Table. A lavish menu
accompanied by fine wines is followed by speeches, cigars,
brandy and liqueurs – and drink flows throughout the
evening. By contrast, the women in Sayers’ Gaudy Night
dine modestly on soup, lamb and peas; dinner is formal, with
speeches, but afterwards conversation takes place over
coffee; and the company, though not undistinguished,
includes few celebrities or competitors in the rat-race, more
schoolteachers and a great many wives and mothers.
Barbara Pym’s Gaudy is more low-key still: no High
Table or speeches, alumnae at tables with their old tutors,
some, like Jane, not bothering to change for dinner. This
reflects usual practice at Pym’s alma mater St Hilda’s, the
smallest and poorest of the women’s colleges, except in
years marking a celebration (such as its diamond jubilee in
1953, the year Jane and Prudence was first published).
Perhaps less authentic, though, is the mood of the occasion
as she depicts it: not much ‘college spirit’ at this Gaudy, and
a sceptical view of what those present, whether married or
single, have gained from their Oxford years. This
perspective on women’s higher education was not
uncommon in the 1950s. But the celebration of college
loyalties does normally feature as an element in student
reunions; and surviving records of the 1953 St Hilda’s
Gaudy suggest a more optimistic frame of mind among dons
and alumnae at that time.
Janet Howarth is Emeritus Fellow and Associate
Professor of Modern History at St Hilda’s College, Oxford.
She has published on the late-Victorian Liberal Party and on
university history and the history of women and gender in
later-nineteenth- and twentieth-century Britain.

Jane and Prudence
A Book Group Discussion

by Lucia Costanzo
arbara Pym Society conferences feature fascinating
talks about aspects of the featured novel but it occurred
to me that we never really have the opportunity as members
to discuss the novel in its entirety.
For this year’s conference I offered to convene an
informal book group-style discussion of the novel just after
Sunday breakfast, expecting a handful of attendees. I was
wrong: the Senior Common Room was packed with
members eager to discuss Jane and Prudence.
When I re-read Jane and Prudence before the conference
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– possibly on third or fourth reading – I was struck by the
characters’ backstories. What have they done during the
war? And how does this affect their actions in the novel,
published in 1953?
This struck a chord with the group and we imagined the
wartime lives of Jane and Prudence. By considering the ages
of the two characters in the novel we were able to gauge
what they had been doing.
Prudence would have been an undergraduate in a much
depleted Oxford. It is very hard to imagine the immaculately
presented Prudence as a Land Girl or a machine operator.
Many of the young men her age would have been serving in
armed forces or doing other war work, perhaps at Bletchley
Park – conveniently situated midway between Oxford and
Cambridge. Perhaps the many young male Oxford admirers
Prudence recalls in the novel were unfit for active service in
some way, or on short courses studying priority subjects
such as modern foreign languages?

Jane was teaching English literature at Oxford, returning
to assist the college tutor, perhaps because other permanent
staff were otherwise engaged in war work. Jane’s daughter
Flora would have been quite a young child and may have
attended one of the many day nurseries set up for mothers
engaged in war work. Perhaps this is why Flora appears so
mature and sensible in the novel?
The group agreed that the novel is very much an
acknowledgement – and even a celebration – of the period
marking the end of wartime austerity and rationing and the
start of a new future. After all it was published around the
time of the Queen’s Coronation, a time of great celebration
and positivity in the UK.
We see a world where women can be single in a variety of
ways. Not every single woman in the novel was as obsessed
with men as Prudence. We also see the start of the end of
rationing – with amusing writing about the various menus on
offer at the Spinning Wheel café. Jane’s reaction to an
ostentatious display of foie gras in a smart London
department store is also beautifully described, as is the
bemusement over Nicholas’s purchase of soap animals for
the downstairs cloakroom – wartime soap was poor quality,
and rationed too.
PS: Many thanks to member Jessica Sterrie, who has
unearthed a recipe for the oyster patties, served at the parish
whist drive – a recipe that has been eluding me. These may
have been a fondly remembered delicacy from prewar times:
Oyster patties from Foulsham’s Universal Cookery
Book (1930)
puff pastry
1 dozen oysters
1 dessertspoon of flour
salt and pepper
1 oz butter
half a tea cup of cream
1 teaspoon of lemon juice
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Prepare some puff pastry and make into pastry cases and
bake. Meanwhile drain the liquor from the oysters and mix
with the flour, salt and pepper. Add the butter and stir
together in a saucepan and boil for three minutes. Remove
from the fire and add the cream, lemon juice and oysters cut
into small pieces. Heat gently for five minutes. Pour the
mixture into the hot pastry cases and serve.

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
of the Barbara Pym Society
Saturday 31 August 2019, 11.15am

by Alison Felstead
Chairman’s Opening Remarks. Deb Fisher welcomed
everyone to the conference weekend, which had started well
and promised to continue with a forecast of good weather.
Rita Phillips thanked Triona Adams and everyone else
involved in the successful Jilly Cooper event on Friday
afternoon. Deb encouraged everyone to purchase tickets for
the ‘Pymbola’, in aid of Cancer Research UK, and thanked
Paul Howard for organising it once again.
Apologies: Phil Bacon, Shirley Dex, Moyra Forrest,
Martin Rush.
Minutes of the Previous AGM (1 September 2018):
These were accepted as a true and correct record, without
amendment.
Matters arising from the Minutes: There were no
matters arising.
Chair’s Report: In her first report as Chair, Deb began
by noting that her first year had not been as straightforward
as she had hoped, partly due to the Society having been
going for 25 years. She said that it was now in a period of
transition, with some of the older members present at the
first AGM – Hazel Holt, Muriel Maby, and Hilary Pym – no
longer with us. Younger members have less time for
committee work, and other societies have similar concerns.
Deb mentioned the three scrapbooks in the Jacqueline du Pré
Foyer which contained evidence of the passing of time. She
noted, thankfully, that some of the founder members from
1994 are still very much with us, and she thanked them for
seeing us through the past 25 years and instigating a
programme of enjoyable events and publications. She
expressed herself particularly pleased that our very first
Chair, Elizabeth Proud, was attending this year’s conference.
She also focused on Eileen Roberts and Yvonne Cocking,
two remarkable women who, she said, completely embodied
the spirit of the Pym Society and are among the main
reasons for the Society’s longevity. Deb trusted they would
be with us for many years to come but noted that they have
both had health concerns and the time has come for the load
to be spread more evenly. She announced that from now on,
St Hilda’s College staff will take on all the major logistical
tasks relating to the organisation of the annual conference,
and that Triona – the College’s conference organiser – is
joining the committee ex officio. Triona is a founder member
who can guide us through the handover period. Deb thanked
the College for recognising the value of its relationship with
the BPS and offering such active support.
Apart from the change described above, which Deb hoped
would be (to use an IT industry expression) ‘transparent to
the user’, she reported on a busy but rewarding year. This
included attending the North American conference in Boston
for the first time. She congratulated Tom Sopko, NA
Organiser, on his organisational skills, and the Board of the
North American Chapter for the standard of organisation and
the speaker programme.
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Deb went on to note that geography and the world
economy mean that our community of members in the UK,
North America and indeed other countries does not connect
to the level that it might, and observed that members outside
the UK form an integral part of the Pym community. She
reminded members that we have Green Leaves, Facebook,
and many other ways of becoming closer, and urged
members to make the most of these other communication
channels. She announced that the theme for next year’s
conference would be ‘Barbara Pym Around the World’, and
suggested that this would provide a good opportunity to
work on our international presence as a society. She
congratulated GL Editor Jutta Schiller on making the
newsletter something that members look forward to
receiving, and noted that the membership survey announced
in the latest issue would be postponed for a while, until we
were in a position to analyse the results.
Deb went on to apologise for missing the Spring Meeting,
due to a clash with the annual holiday she had booked some
time ago, and thanked Michael Wilson for holding the fort.
She described the meeting, which for the second year was a
dramatised reading of a Pym novel adapted by Georgia
Powell, directed by her father Tristram, and performed by a
cast of well-known thespians. Next year’s Spring Meeting is
already being planned, but its date and speaker cannot be
announced yet. [Date now known to be 19 April 2020]
Deb went on to welcome new committee members
(subject to their election later in the meeting) Ron Wates and
Babs Brecht, who will assist Maggie Parsons with
merchandise. They will replace Colin Oxenforth, who had
resigned due to ill health and will be missed, and Sandra
Margolies, who had completed two terms as an ordinary
member. Deb thanked Sandra for her hard work, particularly
on the merchandise front. Two other committee members
had decided to terminate their period of service. Alison
Felstead had resigned as Secretary after one term, and will
be replaced by Maggie Parsons, who is already on the
committee. Lucia Costanzo, who has had a very busy year,
had resigned after two years’ service. Deb expressed sorrow
at their departure but noted that they will remain members of
the Society. The vacancy left by Lucia will be carried for the
one year of her term that remains, unless anyone at the AGM
would like to be considered as a candidate, in which case
they should approach a committee member after the
meeting.
Deb then thanked all present and former committee
members for what they had done for the Society over the
past 25 years, and named those present. She also thanked
Jean Harker for her contribution to the Jilly Cooper event.
There was applause from the floor.
Financial Report: Treasurer Eileen Roberts gave a report
for 1 August 2018 to 31 July 2019. In summary, cash-onhand on 1 August 2017 was £7,539, and this had increased
to £9,562 by 31 July 2019. Total expenses for the period
were £15,372 and total income was £16,283. Major expenses
for the year were the AGM and conference (£13,366) and
Spring Meeting (£1,059). Conference fees brought in
£13,284, Spring Meeting tickets £1,155, and member dues
£1,452.
Eileen noted the healthy balance of over £9.5K, and the
absence of deficits, and said she would be happy to answer
questions after the meeting.
Deb introduced a proposal to the Society from Clemence
Schultze to use some of the surplus funds to participate in
the St Hilda’s fundraising exercise to name a residential
room in the College after Barbara Pym. The cost of this
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would be £10,000, of which £4,000 had already been raised
by donations. Clemence thought it would be advantageous to
the Society, as all publicity is good publicity, and Triona
confirmed that a short biography and photograph of Barbara
Pym would be installed in the room. After some discussion,
it was agreed that the Society would match total
contributions from a minimum of £1,500 up to a maximum
of £3,000. This proposal went to a vote and was carried
unanimously.
Membership Report: Membership Secretary Lorraine
Mepham reported that, as of August 2019, the UK (including
non-UK outside North America) had 200 members, with 165
individual plus 8 pairs in the UK, and 15 individual plus 2
pairs outside the UK. In addition, there were 25 Honorary &
Life Members. Of the 200 members, 109 were paid up to
date. The remainder will receive a further reminder after the
AGM as defaulters are allowed one year’s grace. Since the
last AGM there had been applications by 16 new members
including 2 pairs of joint members and 2 non-UK members.
Lorraine noted that according to the rates paid, roughly half
of the membership are seniors. Her quick analysis of
membership length conducted earlier in 2019 suggested that
new members were opting to stay for shorter periods; we
had retained between 25% and 50% of new members joining
over the last 6 years, but this pattern was probably not
unique to the BPS. She invited questions, and said that she
could take cash or cheques for member subscriptions during
the conference.
Editor of Green Leaves Report: In her report, new GL
Editor Jutta Schiller thanked Rose Little, Christine
Shuttleworth, and Judy Horn for their help and support with
the production of Green Leaves. She noted that a source of
potential material for GL is the Barbara Pym Fan Club group
on Facebook, and thanked Deb for drawing items from this
group to her attention. Jutta planned to begin work on the
next issue after returning from holiday in early October, with
the aim of finishing the work by the end of November and
sending out Green Leaves in December.
North American Chapter of the Barbara Pym Society:
The report from Tom Sopko found in the conference pack
included a financial report from Jordan Bach. The NA
chapter had 211 paid members at 1 August 2019 plus 118
who paid in 2018 but had not yet renewed, totalling 322 – a
decrease of 3 from one year ago, and including 36 new
members. The membership comprised 61% seniors, 25%
individuals, 8% senior families, 6% non-senior families, 5
Life Members, and 1 student member. 13 members lived in
Canada and 3 in Australia. The proportion of members who
were seniors continues to increase and was now over 70%,
and Tom noted that this had implications for both finances
and long-term survival of the Chapter. Cash-on-hand at 31
July 2019 was $22,876, an increase of $870 from one year
ago, excluding the deposit for the 2020 conference venue
which has already been paid.
The 2019 NA Conference on Crampton Hodnet received
13 proposals for talks, and the speakers included Yvonne
Cocking and Kathy Ackley, who stepped in at the last
minute following the withdrawal of one of the speakers. The
papers were summarised in the Spring 2018 issue of Green
Leaves.
Tom reported that the second annual Ellen J Miller
Memorial Short Story Competition was a great success. 21
entries were received and ranked by judges Kathy Ackley,
Isabel Stanley and Denise Marois-Wolf. The top three
stories were read at the conference and the top four were
included with the Spring 2018 Green Leaves.
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Conference attendance was 120, a new record, and a
record 82 attended the Friday night dinner at the Church of
the Advent in Boston. Conference fees plus $1,934 in
donations covered all expenses with $172 to spare. The 22nd
NA conference, on An Unsuitable Attachment, would be
held at Harvard Law School on 20–22 March 2020, with
proposals for papers due by 11 November 2019. Short story
entries were due by 2 December 2019.
The BPS website barbara-pym.org was completely rebuilt
in December 2018 using the WordPress content management
system, and moved to a new hosting platform. Tom reported
that it now worked equally well on smartphones, tablets, and
desktop/laptop computers and was fully encrypted so that it
would not be flagged as ‘non-secure’ by Google. It averaged
approximately 760 visits and 3,211 page views per month,
with 60% of visitors from the US, 23% from the UK, 4%
from Canada, 3% from Australia, and the remainder from
elsewhere around the world. Posts on the BPS Facebook
page reached over 1,000 people, most of whom were not
BPS members.
Deb pointed out that the Barbara Pym Fan Club group on
Facebook is not run by the BPS and encouraged members to
use the BPS official Facebook page more often. Alison
thanked Tom for the considerable work he had done on the
BPS website.
Elections: The slate of candidates for election comprised
Maggie Parsons, who had agreed to replace Alison Felstead
as BPS Secretary, plus Ron Wates and Babs Brecht, who
were standing for election as ordinary members. These three
were elected unopposed, unanimously.
AOB: (a) Clemence reported that on Saturday 28 March
2020, at the Oxford Literary Festival, Vivienne Faul, Bishop
of Bristol, Alison Shell and Judith Maltby would be talking
about Anglican Women Novelists, the book edited by Shell
and Maltby, which included chapters on writers including
Charlotte Brontë and P D James. Jane Williams had
contributed a chapter on Barbara Pym. The venue was not
yet known. Triona noted that St Hilda’s organizes a day at
the Festival, and a session on Pym is planned for 2020.
(b) Lorraine said that a card for Phil Bacon, who was not
at the conference due to ill health, was available for signing.
(c) Michael Wilson thanked Alison for her work as BPS
Secretary.

Deb’s Diary

by Deb Fisher
Friday 30 August 2019 – Day 366 (approximately)
he biggest challenge of my time as Chair of the
Barbara Pym Society has arrived. I am to welcome
Jilly Cooper, who has been mentioned as a possible
conference speaker virtually every year since the Society’s
first AGM in 1994.
This year is our 25th anniversary, and we have finally
succeeded in securing her services. I won’t even need to
worry about the format of the afternoon, since the very
capable Jean Harker has it all in hand. Nevertheless, I must
confess that I am nervous.
While awaiting the arrival of the Cooper party, Triona and
I sit in her office in South Building, listening to Jilly’s most
recent Desert Island Discs recording and hoping for
inspiration when question time arrives. Jilly’s choice of
music is eclectic, her stories entertaining. From my post by
the lodge, I recognise her immediately from photographs,
before the car even turns in through the gates of St Hilda’s.
She looks no older than when she first made a name for
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herself in the 1970s, and is as full of vigour and personality.
As though she were not doing us enough of an honour by
attending, her first action on getting out of the car is to hand
me a box of chocolates!
Tea is a sumptuous affair; I wouldn’t have eaten any
lunch if I had anticipated how elaborate it would be! The late
summer sunshine is a massive bonus – though it does mean
we have to open up two sides of the tent to prevent anyone
passing out with heatstroke. This is an afternoon that all
those present will remember, probably until the day they die,
largely because of Jilly’s infectious enthusiasm for the work
of Barbara Pym and her willingness to meet and chat with
our members.
She sets off, unprompted, on a tour of the tables while
Jean and I watch in amazement. Every person present will
have the chance to talk to her. Lest we forget the experience,
a professional photographer is on hand to capture the
highlights. Looking through the hundred or more
photographs of the delighted reactions of individuals, I am
reassured that I was not mistaken in thinking that everyone
was enjoying the occasion.

Saturday 31 August – Sunday 1 September 2019
It has become a weekend of crime and mystery. Early in
the morning, a lethal-looking knife is found embedded in the
college grounds. No fewer than four people have been
injured in falls, either during or on their way to the
conference. But my feelings of foreboding begin to disperse
as the weekend goes on...
There will be so many memories to treasure – Friday
night’s fiendish but often hilarious quiz; the double-layered
gold-and-silver anniversary cake prepared by Paul
‘Hollywood’ Howard; Dan DiPietro’s turn as Jerry Springer;
the fabulous annual dinner followed by Jennifer Howarth’s
perfect after-dinner speech; and the moment during the
‘Pymbola’ when the audience begin chanting ‘Read the
label!’ The following morning I am in town before most of
the shops have opened. Mrs Glaze’s hat will now be
improvised out of a straw boater, a plastic duck, and some
red ribbon from Triona’s office drawer.
Tuesday 8 October 2019
After the conference, a journalist contacted us from The
Strategist, a New York marketing mag, wanting to know
about my favourite things for an advertising feature. She
says they have had lots of ‘literary people’ in recent times. I
am shocked to discover that this includes Salman Rushdie!
Going on the belief that there is no such thing as bad
publicity, I submit my choices and duly find a photo of me
(looking sunburned and exhausted) splashed all over the
web. Everyone now knows that I love Josh Groban and tea
cosies!
To find out more go online: http://tinyurl.com/y6tt5c8s

Birthday Tea

O

by Sandra Goldstein
n 2 June 2019, exactly 106 years since the birth of
Barbara Pym, North American BPS members Sandra
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Goldstein, Steve and Louise Hart, and Connie Matricardi,
together with local bibliophile Brenda Bloch-Young,
celebrated that momentous occasion with a traditional
afternoon tea at Sandra’s house in Alexandria, Virginia.

Steve and Louise, Brenda,
Connie, Sandra
With a pot of Darjeeling tea – brewed from loose leaves,
of course – they ate both cucumber and smoked salmon
sandwiches, as served at the Randolph Hotel, Oxford, where
Barbara met Philip Larkin for lunch in 1975; warm scones
‘liberally spread with strawberry jam’, as Harriet Bede
would like them; and homemade coffee-walnut layer cake,
which Sandra and her husband had previously enjoyed at
Babington’s Tea Rooms*. On their arrival in Rome they had
taken Sophia Ainger’s advice to go straight there for ‘a good
(if pricey) cup of tea’.
The group enjoyed reminiscing about BPS conferences,
and agreed that Pym’s works provide both pleasure and
comfort, one might even say a ‘benison’.
*Barbara Pym spelt ‘Babbington’s tea room’ in UA with
double ‘b’ and singular whereas the real Tea Rooms are
plural, written with one ‘b’ only – Babington’s Tea Rooms –
as Sandra found out while having her tea there.

Reader’s Review

by Rose Little

Anglican Women Novelists
From Charlotte Brontë to P D James
Edited by Judith Maltby & Alison Shell

(Bloomsbury, 2019)
thoroughly enjoyed this book, edited by Judith Maltby
and Alison Shell, which covers thirteen authors.
Including introduction, afterword, notes, index and
illustrations of the authors, it comprises 273 pages. The
various contributors give us a short biography followed by
analysis of the works, where spoilers are kept to a minimum.
I found myself jotting down the titles of the books I hadn’t
yet read, inspired to read further. To give a flavour of the
book as a whole I have picked out a few authors.
All the authors are within the Church, yet many seek to
reform it and to reform different aspects of society. For
example, Charlotte M Yonge (Wilmet’s mother’s favourite
author) held a passionate belief in education for women and
Charlotte Mitchell tells us how, to people of the 1850s,
Yonge’s novels ‘were expressions of an ardent passion for
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virtue and reform, a real source of hope and inspiration’.
Internationally famous in her day, Yonge wrote adult and
children’s fiction, works on history, geography, divinity, and
books of advice, was active as a journalist and edited
anthologies, and still found time to be a tireless charity
worker.
Anglicanism does not feature prominently in three of
Charlotte Brontë’s four novels (The Professor, Shirley and
Villette), yet Brontë is an Anglican novelist. She consistently
depicts the Church of England as an essential influence upon
the social and spiritual condition of the country although she
was frequently critical of it. She cared deeply and
passionately about the Church, despite some of her beliefs
being unorthodox. She nevertheless asserted her right to hold
these beliefs, for example, universal salvation.
Brontë is critical of the clergy and shows the failings of
clergymen, for example, Mr Brocklehurst and St John Rivers
in Jane Eyre. Sara L Pearson tells us, ‘the failings of these
men are usually redressed or ameliorated through the quiet
behind-the-scenes actions of Anglican women.’ This
reminds me of Pym as she shows us the weaknesses and
human side of her clergymen and the strength of women.
Other authors similarly wanted misfits accepted and cared
for in society. One is Elizabeth Goudge, who explores sin
and redemption with her belief in the generosity of God’s
love for all people. Susan D Amussen tells us her fiction
features single women leading full and satisfying
independent lives. She wrote over 40 works spanning
multiple genres: novels, plays, poems, children’s and adult’s
fiction and non-fiction, including some historical novels.
Goudge’s father was the Principal of Wells Theological
College at one time and her non-fiction includes a biography
of St Francis of Assisi.

Barbara Pym similarly highlights the value of
inclusiveness and shows how things go wrong when an
individual isolates herself, for instance Leonora in The Sweet
Dove Died or Marcia in Quartet in Autumn. Jane Williams
points out that Barbara Pym was a regular churchgoer but
not conventionally devout. She depicts a small world, well
observed and well populated with women. In addition,
James Runcie points out, there are 75 clergymen in Pym’s
work, ‘which averages out at 5.76 a novel. Quite what 0.76
of a clergyman might be like would, I think, have amused
her.’
Churchgoing was normal and in Pym’s work is perhaps
shorthand for a whole world of ‘cosy’ times (one of Pym’s
favourite words). It is an ordinary world full of small daily
rhythms. The characters don’t take themselves too seriously
but neither do they find themselves negligible. There is
something profoundly Anglican in this vision: the
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importance of a community where people of all kinds are
accepted as they are.
The changing attitude to the Church across the years is
shown in Pym’s novels: in her first, Some Tame Gazelle
(1950), the Church is at the heart of the community, but by
her twelfth and last, A Few Green Leaves (1980), the
doctor’s surgery has taken its place.
Many of us will remember Ballet Shoes from our
childhoods, but Noel Streatfeild wrote 80 works, 16 of
which were novels for adults, Clemence Schultze tells us.
Her chapter – which is full of closely researched information
and analysis – includes quirky little details, such as the fact
that Streatfeild chose a hymn as her favourite record when
she was a guest on the BBC radio programme Desert Island
Discs.
Streatfeild had chafed at the restrictions of her clergy
family background but by middle age had recovered the faith
that sustained her. In her fiction she showed that the
idealised Victorian patriarchal family was outdated and
potentially damaging. Her books depict alternative family
structures where women play the most important roles.
‘Take my camel, dear’, Rose Macaulay’s famous
opening to her last novel, The Towers of Trebizond, leads
into Judith Maltby’s discussion of the apologetic form of the
novel and Macaulay’s antagonistic relationship with Evelyn
Waugh. An international success, it is her most overtly
Anglican novel and the crown of her distinguished career as
an author of novels, poetry, travel books, edited anthologies
and biographies. Elizabeth Bowen thought it possibly her
greatest novel.
However, her friend Father Johnson was anxious that
Macaulay should state that, unlike her protagonist, she
herself did not think the path to heaven too difficult, but this
she didn’t do. In her long life Macaulay had many Anglican,
Catholic and Nonconformist friends but her attitude towards
them was not deferential, as shown by her creation of Father
Chantry-Pigg, who, with his great certainties, was perhaps
inspired by Father Johnson.
The ending of Trebizond reflects Macaulay’s own
Eucharistic theology, and she wrote to Father Johnson that
she liked the Church as it had come to be: ‘it has built a city
of God around the eucharist; one can enter into it each day
and be a citizen of that glorious city for a time...if only at
rare intervals in the rackety hustle & business of life as
lived.’
The last author is P D James, detective novelist and Pym
fan. Alison Shell poses the question: ‘how could a woman of
such rectitude, gentility and warmth have dreamed up such
bleak and violent novels?’ She goes on to uncover James’s
unruly theological imagination. Sometimes James refers
back to her precursors’ treatment of Anglicanism to point up
differences between past and present. Alison chooses the
passage where Father Barnes in A Taste for Death thinks of
the novels of Barbara Pym and envies her priests who were
lionized simply because of their office.
As well as short stories and non-fiction James wrote 19
novels, 14 of which feature detective and poet Adam
Dalgliesh. A continuing theme is the decline in
Anglicanism’s social centrality and status. James, aware of
the three-way relationship between the Anglican Church,
detective fiction and women novelists, has points in common
with the authors of cosy detective fiction, yet she is the least
cosy herself. James’s novels could be thought of as exercises
in Anglican Gothic, a fascination with the ruined, the
haunted and the moribund. Alison treats us to a close look at
James’s plots and the thinking behind them.
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With their meticulous research and erudition the
contributors to Anglican Women Novelists have given us a
superb book full of fascination and insight, and I found it a
thoroughly good read.

Gleanings

compiled by Yvonne Cocking
oby Faber, whose grandfather founded the publishing
house Faber & Faber 90 years ago, recalled in The
Literary Review, May 2019, some of its many successes, but
added a few failures, notably Ulysses, Animal Farm, and
Paddington Bear; ‘and all Philip Larkin’s enthusiasm was
unable to persuade the firm to publish Barbara Pym.’
In her article on the value of village greens, Laura
Freeman, in The Daily Telegraph on 31 May 2019, said:
Friends who had lived abroad confided that they…had
nursed themselves with Mapp & Lucia, Jane &
Prudence, Lark Rise to Candleford and enough Hardy
to topple a haywain.
In the same paper on 22 June, Christopher Howse
reviewed Judith Maltby’s and Alison Shell’s Anglican
Women Novelists, which, he noted ‘looks at 13 writers
ranging from Charlotte Brontë to Rose Macaulay and
Barbara Pym’. Alison Shell herself reviewed The Oxford
History of Anglicanism in The Times Literary Supplement on
14 June:
Women become visible when involved in institutions
such as the Anglican sisterhoods… But Barbara Pym’s
‘excellent women’ and their forebears – who cleaned
the church, did the flowers, provided refreshments and
peopled the pews in disproportionately high numbers –
go practically unnoticed.
Lucy Worsley once again expressed her liking for Pym in
July’s issue of Good Housekeeping. In a feature entitled
‘The Books that Changed My Life’, she says: ‘Whenever
I’m having a bad day, I turn to my shelf-full [sic] of Barbara
Pym books’, and she recommends Excellent Women.
In a surprising juxtaposition, The Guardian on 9 August
linked Mark Zuckerberg with Barbara Pym!
Adam Mars-Jones began his review, in The London
Review of Books on 15 August, of Late in the Day: ‘The
autumnal title of Tessa Hadley’s new novel, almost in the
resigned mode of Barbara Pym, is both truthful and
deceptive.’
The Oldie provided two Pym mentions. In the September
issue Alice Pitman wrote of a visit to Mexico with her son:
I made him take me round the art galleries. Then there
was our gay-bar crawl in Roma. ‘They do seem to have
more fun than heterosexuals,’ I observed, aware of
sounding like a spinster anthropologist in a Barbara
Pym novel.
And in the following issue, in a review of The Lost Girls:
Love, War and Literature 1939–51 by D J Taylor, Nicola
Shulman wrote:
Lys Lubbock (always ‘Lys’ – on account of being
much married, the women are designated by their first
names, while the no-less-married men are dignified
with surnames) lived domestically with Cyril Connolly,
nurtured marital ambitions regarding him and behaved
towards him with as much self-abnegation as a spinster
in a Barbara Pym novel holding back the best beef cuts
for the deacon.
A non-member friend sent one of our own this item from
a book called Killer Librarian by Mary Lou Kirwin:
You know your books. John Cowper Powys is pretty
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esoteric, and you like to have fun with Barbara Pym.
Tracy Chevalier’s A Single Thread was reviewed in The
Guardian on 15 September.
Its heroine Violet’s wishes are self-sacrificing enough:
to embroider a kneeler in Winchester Cathedral and to
ring its bells… Violet is one of the so-called ‘surplus
women’ created by the war’s casualties and the
resulting gender imbalance…you’ll hear echoes of the
estimable Barbara Pym as Violet’s heels clip across the
cathedral’s inner close.
Finally, in a blog I think, on 26 September, Ian McMillan
extolled the virtue of village halls:
One view of village halls is that they’re fading
examples of a kind of post-war Dig for Britain spirit,
still lit by metaphorical gas mantles, still places where
spinsters from Barbara Pym novels make thin
sandwiches for meetings of obscure societies that get
smaller every year like [sic!] the sandwiches do.
Thanks to Scott Herrick, Sheila Kane, Sandra Margolies,
Linda McDougall, Norma Munson, Iona Roberts, Christine
Shuttleworth and Michael Wilson.

A Brief Pilgrimage to Pimlico*

by Paul Howard
cold late January day with patches of snow on the
ground here in the sticks. But I was taking the train to
London to visit the Burne-Jones exhibition at the Tate
Gallery.
However, arriving at Pimlico station, which opened in
1972, we decided to turn right and stroll again in Barbara
Pym’s Pimlico. I think Barbara Pym’s nearest tube stations
were Sloane Square, Victoria, St James’s Park or
Westminster – all a decent walk away.
First, Lupus Street. It seems an unfortunate name but it is
named not for the disease but a nephew of William I. Then
right into Cambridge Street. ‘I could just see the church
spire…’ of St Gabriel’s (or Julian Malory’s St Mary’s … I
mix Barbara and Mildred in my head all the time).

A

We got to St Gabriel’s. On the opposite corner stands 108
Cambridge Street, where Barbara Pym and her sister Hilary
had a flat from 1946 to 1949. 108 Cambridge Street fronts
Sussex Street! It doesn’t look to me as if the building has
been drastically altered externally, so I imagine that the
substantial entrance is where it has always been. The house
address is painted in black on both pillars. ‘Ah, you ladies.
Always on the spot…’
There are eight flats in the building, so Barbara Pym must
have had rather more space. We know that Mildred had the
second floor and the attic, the Napiers the first floor, and that
the ground floor was ‘offices’. The bins were kept in the
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basement. Perhaps when Barbara Pym lived there the
remnants of the original kitchen and the domestic offices
still existed. And the dustbins would have been collected
from the area – the tiny yard below and between the house
and pavement – with steps down for tradesmen and domestic
staff when the house was originally built, circa 1830s.
I am intrigued by the internal plan of Mildred’s home.
Where was the shared bathroom? I have looked at floorplans
of similar houses on estate agents’ websites. There are lots
of flats but just a few complete houses (yours for £8 million
upwards…). They are, of course, all ‘modernised’ now, but I
found some ‘half-landings’ with loos or bathrooms. I
suppose that, post-war, it was neither easily possible nor a
priority to avail oneself of a builder or plumber to make
alterations even if the necessary hardware was available.
There was much other work in London rebuilding and
repairing bomb-damaged property.
‘This shabby part of London…’, still shabby here and
there, but, like almost everywhere now ‘sought after’. I am
sure that when the removal vans arrive ‘some good things –
a walnut bureau…’ are still unloaded.
Then across the road to St Gabriel’s…
* Or PYMlico (thanks to Rose Little)
If you want to follow ‘… Barbara’s Footsteps’ – please
refer to ‘Pym Resources’ on barbara-pym.org

What my Friends Think about Barbara Pym
With this article we continue
the new column in Green Leaves.
Lisa Saunders is a friend of Alison Felstead.

Some Tame Gazelle

by Lisa Saunders
espite having studied English literature a long, long
time ago, I’m ashamed to admit that I was unaware of
Barbara Pym’s work until very recently.
Bafflingly, her name did not come up over the entire
duration of my four-year MA during the 1980s, after she had
emerged from the ‘wilderness’ years and had garnered newfound recognition. Still, the upside for me is that I get to
enjoy her novels now, from the perspective of a woman of a
certain age, much like the sisters Belinda and Harriet Bede
in Some Tame Gazelle.
I love Pym’s understated but sometimes quite cutting
humour when it comes to ridiculing Archdeacon Henry
Hoccleve, who ‘liked to think of himself as fulfilling some
of the duties of a parish priest’ but who really only showed
up at his rich parishioner’s deathbed because ‘there was
something about a deathbed that appealed to his sense of the
dramatic’. Similarly, his sermons, unintelligible to the
majority of the congregation, are mocked mercilessly by
Pym.
There are some brilliantly drawn characters who seem to
be there purely for comedy, for example the ‘tough and
wiry’ Edith Liversidge. Edith’s physical appearance is
described hilariously by Pym when Belinda muses on what
Edith might wear to the garden party: ‘…the familiar oldfashioned grey costume whose unfashionably narrow
shoulders combined with Edith’s broad hips made her look
rather like a lighthouse.’
Indeed, Pym’s descriptions of character are sometimes
written with an astonishing economy of style. Just detailing
the sisters’ different choice of dress for the curate’s visit tells
us all we need to know about the sensible, but slightly
dowdy Belinda with her plain blue ‘rather dim…“semi-
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evening”’ dress with no lipstick, compared with Harriet
‘radiant in flowered voile’ with ‘tropical flowers’ that ‘rioted
over her plump body’.
It is well established that Pym, like Jane Austen, paints on
a small canvas, homing in on the minor embarrassments of
social interaction, such as your guest finding a caterpillar in
their cauliflower cheese, or running out of toilet roll and
having to offer The Church Times instead. (It’s fantastic that
she even mentions toilet rolls in the early 1930s!).
Somehow, Pym manages to pull the focus from these small
events of daily life to make us step back and take in the
panorama of their fairly weighty underlying themes.
When Belinda pulls open a drawer to discover some
skeins of grey wool she once bought with a view to knitting
Henry a pullover, she realizes with heart-breaking pathos
that ‘she would never do it’. At that moment it is as if she
has accepted that her role in life is to love Henry from afar.
But should we feel sorry for Belinda? Both she and
Harriet seem to be happy in their spinsterhood. Harriet keeps
herself occupied with her penchant for young curates and her
regular proposals of marriage from the Count, while
Belinda, who, after falling into unrequited love with the
Archdeacon 30 years ago, has settled into ‘a comfortable
feeling, more like the cosiness of a winter evening by the
fire than the uncertain rapture of a spring morning’. As
Harriet muses when she is preparing to kick Mr Mold’s
proposal into touch, ‘who would change a comfortable life
of spinsterhood in a country parish, which always had its
pale curate to be cherished, for the unknown trials of
matrimony?’
I applaud those sentiments (to which every bosom returns
an echo!) but there are some aspects of this novel which
perplex me. Firstly, I do wonder whether the narrative arc
Pym employs is believable: the end of the book results in a
flurry of four proposals of marriage: a pompous bishop
turning up from Africa proposing first to Belinda, then to
Connie Aspinall; Mr Mold proposing to Harriet after having
met her only three times; and Olivia Berridge proposing to
Edgar Donne, the curate.
I can’t help wondering if plot was a bit of a stumbling
block for Pym. Secondly, why does Pym focus almost
exclusively on spinsters and the clergy? Aren’t there any
teachers, doctors, or bank managers in this village? We do
bump into librarians and Emily the housekeeper, but it does
seem a bit claustrophobic. Do the sisters ever leave the
village? I can’t help feeling they should get out more.
However, these are my only criticisms of what has been a
very enjoyable read. I’m really grateful to my old chum
Alison for introducing me to Barbara Pym and I’m looking
forward to reading much more of her work.

Jutta’s Jottings

by Jutta Schiller
here are various ways to keep alive the memory of an
author you really worship. As I have told you earlier, I
like to ask after Barbara Pym in the bookshops I visit.
Whenever I browse the shelves of second-hand bookshops I
hope to spot a first edition or come across one I have not yet
stacked on my bookshelf. I was even lucky enough to find
some hard-cover editions of Pym’s novels in Detroit in a
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huge store with used and rare books.

Needless to say, I bought them all and carried them with
me on the rest of my journey through the US.
But there are other ways to remember Barbara Pym, and
they are much more interesting.
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For example – plant a tree! A couple of years ago Kate
Charles, former chair of the Barbara Pym Society, initiated
the planting of a tree in the Cae Glas Park in Oswestry,
where Barbara Pym was born. Unfortunately the tree died.
But Pym enthusiasts never get tired of keeping the memory
of our beloved author alive in spite of developments like
this. Christopher Nankivell, member of the Barbara Pym
Society, lives in that local area and helped to ensure that the
tree was replaced in the same location this year. For more
information go online: http://tinyurl.com/y67bj7x3

Another opportunity to remember Barbara Pym: Buy a
coat! The famous British fashion label Boden named a coat
in their autumn/winter collection 2019 after Barbara Pym.
According to Boden they like to give names to their
garments, so when their designers created this season’s
range of coats they thought it a good idea to celebrate some
great British women. Various names were put forward and
ten were chosen, including Barbara Pym! She is in good
company, alongside the likes of Jane Austen, Ada Lovelace,
Emily Brontë, Dame Ethel Mary Smyth and many others.
I was told by Boden that there is no special reason why
they chose this particular design for the Pym Coat. But I
think this coat in camel is just the one Mildred Lathbury
might have chosen for herself. Might she even have opted
for the one in post-box red, which would have gone well
with her Hawaiian Fire lipstick? But see for yourself:
http://tinyurl.com/y666e786
Read more about the story behind the collection in an
article by Sabrina Barr, Independent, 10 September 2019.
And last but not least, even the Germans contribute to the
immortality of Barbara Pym. The German publishers
Dumont launched a new translation of Excellent Women
(Vortreffliche Frauen) in Germany in June 2019. The
publication was accompanied by a range of reviews on
television and radio and in newspapers.
Let us hope all these efforts will keep the memory of
Barbara Pym alive.

If You Want to Get Ahead, Get a Room!

by Deb Fisher
hose who were present at the AGM will recall the
discussions about the progress of the St Hilda’s
Building Fund and the plan to raise money to ensure that a
‘Barbara Pym Room’ is included in the new building. This
means we have to try to raise an additional £6,000 ($7,700).
The AGM voted unanimously to contribute to this by
means of matched funding, ie the total amount contributed
by individuals will be matched by the Barbara Pym Society
to a maximum of £3,000 ($3,850). The Society immediately
paid £1,500 ($1,900) into the Building Fund and will
contribute the rest when the target amount for individual
donations has been reached.
Gifts towards the Barbara Pym Room can be made by
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cheque, online or by telephone. Please make cheques
payable to St Hilda’s College. Write ‘Barbara Pym Room’
on the back of the cheque and send it to: The Development
Office, St Hilda’s College, Oxford OX4 1DY.
Donate online via www.st-hildas.ox.ac.uk/giving (choose
‘Barbara Pym Room’ as the designation), or by credit/debit
card by calling the St Hilda’s Development Office: Tel.
01865 276828.
Gifts from the US-members towards the ‘Barbara Pym
Room’ can be made by check or online. Please make checks
payable to ‘The American Friends of St Hilda’s Inc’ and

Finstock where Barbara and Hilary lived from 1972 to her
death in 1980, and a Brent Council black plaque on 40
Brooksville Avenue, Harrow. But as yet, she has no English
Heritage plaque.

The Barbara Pym Society
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Website: barbara-pym.org
E-mail: barbarapymsociety@gmail.com
On Facebook: search for ‘Barbara Pym Society’

In the United Kingdom

write ‘Barbara Pym Room’ in the memo line. Cheques
should be sent to American Friends of St Hilda’s, c/o Andrea
Richmond, Hemenway & Barnes LLP, 75 State St, Boston,
MA 02109.
Donate online with a credit or debit card at www.sthildas.ox.ac.uk/givingUSA and choose ‘Barbara Pym Room’
as the designation. The American Friends of St Hilda’s is a
tax-exempt 501(c)(3) public charity; all donations are tax
deductible in the US.
The fundraising also continues in a new and rather
different way. You may already have read, in Jutta’s
Jottings, about the Boden ‘Pym Coat’. I have the pleasure to
announce that Jutta, in her usual resourceful
way, has managed to obtain a donation of a
coat from Boden, and this will be used to
contribute further to our fundraising effort
by means of a competition. We have not yet
had time to decide on the details, but all
members will have the opportunity to enter
– which means that, even if you can only
afford to donate a small amount, you will
have a chance of winning this high-quality coat.
Should the competition be successful in raising additional
funds over and above what is donated to the Building Fund,
these will be added to Barbara Pym Society funds, which
will enable us to keep our costs down, and will thus benefit
you in the longer term.

Blue Plaque for Barbara Pym?

by Christine Shuttleworth
n article in The Guardian (30 October 2018) alerted us
to a call from English Heritage for nominations for
blue plaques in honour of outstanding women.
On behalf of the Society I submitted a nomination of
Barbara Pym for a blue plaque at one of her addresses, 108
Cambridge Street, Pimlico, London SW1. We were told that
the case would go before the Blue Plaques panel at one of
their meetings this year – probably in October.
Recently I read that Angela Carter and Martha Gellhorn
had been awarded blue plaques, which prompted me to write
to English Heritage again. I have now been informed that
Barbara Pym’s case would go to the February meeting of the
panel, and they would let us know the outcome.
There is an Oxfordshire blue plaque on the cottage in
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Coming Events
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North American Conference
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Enjoying the fine weather

Rose Little and Tanya Aydon
listening to Jilly Cooper

Deb Fisher reading Mrs Glaze

Eileen and Doug
Rita Phillips, Tim Burnett,
Maggie Parsons, Libby Tempest

Deb, Tom, Dee, Paul

Barbara’s tree

Tea time with Jilly Cooper

Maggie with Pym Merchandise
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Beverly Bell, Yvonne Cocking

Triona Adams and Paul Howard
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